SONOMA SHOWDOWN
2-PERSON EVENT

RESULTS

SHOOT-OUT PAYOUTS (Friday)

1st Place: BRANDON MYERS/ZACH FULLERTON $450.00/team
Bubble Team: Josh Salmon/Pat Gavin $0.00/team

SHOWDOWN PAYOUTS (Sat & Sun)

1st Place: NATE LEBLANC/Ryan Christensen $800.00/team
2nd Place: BRANDON MYERS/ZACH FULLERTON $500.00/team
3rd Place: DAVE AHMADIAN/JOEY MARTINEZ $350.00/team
4th Place: JAKE HANSON/ANTHONY DEL DOTTO $200.00/team
5th Place: PAT SMITH/MARCO LEONI $150.00/team

BONUS ITEMS
EVERY PLAYER RECEIVED A $100 GIFT VOUCHER FOR DISCOUNTED TIELEST MERCHANDISE:

Brandon Myers  Nate LeBlanc  Zach Fullerton  Josh Salmon
Pat Gavin      Joey Martinez  Dave Ahmadian  Anthony Del Dotto
Jake Hanson    Pat Smith     Marco Leoni   Ryan Cancino
Ryan Cyfark    Ryan Christensen  Cody Correa  Nick McCaslin

TOTAL PAID OUT TO PGA GOLF MANAGEMENT: $3,600.00 PLUS STEAKS AND GREAT TIMES!!!!!!!